For immediate release:
Your EUROMAT Summit Hotel – Book Early To Avoid Disappointment
The EUROMAT 2018 Summit will take place on 4th-6th June at SBM’s prestigious Monte Carlo Bay
Hotel & Resort.
The event’s new-style inclusive format has already attracted significant interest from European
gaming regulators, along with leading operators and manufacturers from the gaming and
amusements sectors.
In addition to being spectacularly beautiful, the Monte Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort is also very
conveniently located. The closest airport is Nice Côte d’Azur, located a 30 minute taxi ride or 20
minute rail trip from Monte Carlo. For those in hurry or wishing to arrive in style, Monacair provides
a 7 minute helicopter shuttle service from the airport to Monaco.
A packed programme and the opportunity to network in beautiful surroundings have proved an
irresistible combination to leading gaming professionals, to the point where Organisers are reporting
that accommodation at the Monte Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort is already under pressure.
EUROMAT President Jason Frost advises: “We’ve negotiated extremely preferential rates for those
attending the Summit, applicable to the nights of June 3rd 4th 5th and 6t.h. This rate will expire one
month prior to the event, so it’s really important that attendees book as soon as possible. June is
high season in Monaco and there are other events taking place at same time.
“With its own lagoon, fitness centre, spa and 3 restaurants, including one with a Michelin Star, the
Monte Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort will provide a very convivial setting for networking; it would be
hugely beneficial to have everyone at the same location,” continues Jason.
Preferential hotel rates apply to a variety of rooms and suites and may be accessed via the EVENTS
tab of the EUROMAT website: https://euromat.org/gaming-summit-2018-travel-accommodation
Should your chosen dates be unavailable at the Monte Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort, the website also
provides access to some excellent rates at nearby properties.

With two full days of wide-reaching panels and unparalleled networking opportunities, the
EUROMAT Summit is a must-attend event for Europe’s Gaming and Amusement Industry
professionals. Book now to secure your ‘home-from –home’ at this unmissable event.
Editors’ Notes:
The European Gaming and Amusement Federation (EUROMAT) is the voice of the land-based gaming
entertainment industry in Europe; a highly regulated and highly taxed industry sector accounting for more
than 250,000 jobs across Europe.
The organisation was established in 1979 to represent, through its affiliated national associations, private
sector operators of gaming machines and the manufacturers that supply them. Today, EUROMAT has 14
national member associations from 11 European countries, as well as two observer members from France and
Hungary. For further information about EUROMAT please visit www.euromat.org and follow EUROMAT on
LinkedIn and Twitter.
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